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Game Rubiks Cube Online

Youlike Play with more than 5 reels and 25 paylines, an unusual pattern is seen in the middle paired with the cube above, transforming some

of them into wild roulette with multiple multipliers and six features to choose from. Will choose more spins with a lower potential multiplier

than fun88 or less with a greater chance of winning? Play online and you can win 2,275x your bet in one spin, this of cial 3D puzzle mix

powered by Playtech and comes with 5 youlikes.and 25 paylines, look for the symbols on the middle 3 reels that correspond to the Rubik's

ball above the wheel. If they match, those locations will become wild. If a Rubik's ball shows 1 color, that colored position becomes a 7x max

multiplier wild. The main attraction is the feature that allows you to choose from 6 modes. You can play from 10 spins with a wild multiplier at

Sticky 2x up to 2x with a 7x wild multiplier, with an RTP of 96.1%, the maximum win is 2,275 x stake per spin.

the origin of the game

First released in 1974, the legendary Rubik's Cube sells millions and gives people the opportunity to show off those of us who haven't gotten

past the rst layer before, using clever design features to bring this color-matching game to life. The world of casino symbols consist of six

card icons in the red, blue, white, green, orange and yellow of the fun88 cube. There are also hexagons with rounded corners in matching

colors, as well as twisted symbols. Take a closer look You will then see that the 3×3 symbol, the middle block, is slightly separated from the

two outer reels. These nine symbol locations are just below the little youlike ball above and as we'll see, that's all part of the wild multiplier

feature. Bright Roulette It is an unusual design that gives it the appearance of a machine themed around gameshows. It is the work of Ash

Gaming youlike.and their partner Playtech, roulette undian is one of the largest and most popular casino and mobile games on the top site

fun88.

Theme and sound and design features

youlike is the of cial game of the world famous 3D puzzle invented in 1974.Rubik's roulette is a best-selling puzzle at The best in the world

and considered the best selling toy in the world. For more information about Visit the Rubik's of cial website with a plain blue background

symbolizing a panel of Rubik's balls. You will see above the reels as you play the low value symbols are fun88 A, K, Q, J, 10 and 9 Dynasty. The

higher value symbols are the six faces of the cube. (White, Yellow, Orange, Green, Blue and Red) The red face symbol is the highest paying

you 1.5, 3.2 or 13 x roulette stake 3, 4 or 5 in combination. The wild symbol enters. Let's get involved with 2 youlike features.First of all (more

info below) with soft graphics and animated Rubik's Cube mobile. It can be played on iOS, Android, MAC and Windows based devices,

meaning you can enjoy it on desktops, laptops, smartphones and tablets. The simple scroll wheel layout transfers well to mobile portrait

mode.

Match the colors for the wild multiplier.

The cube above twists with every spin. When fun88 stops, if you place the matching color in the corresponding position on the reels in the

middle, that symbol position will turn wild. You also get a multiplier applied to any win from the wild substitution, with the white square value

being 2x the red square multiplying the win. 7x There is another way to claim an improper multiplier from online and that is if all visible faces

of the North show a single color, any symbols of the same shade will turn into a Wild Roulette symbol. Of the middle, twists on one and ve

will simultaneously unlock the feature. You have six bonus options, each round is matched to a color. But no matter which one you choose, the

selected wild will be stuck in the reels for the rest. To increase your chances of winning only youlikeOnly the squares of the color you choose

will appear online. Along with the card symbols, you can choose 10 spins where the white square becomes a sticky wild, which doubles the

combination that helps to build. The other fun88 option will see a wild multiplier win. one type But you get less as the multiplier value

increases. The red round consists of only two spins. But any red wilds in view will get stuck and increase the payout by 7x. It's a wide choice.

But perhaps using the middle area like ve orange spins with a 4x multiplier might be the smartest choice .

Rubik's properties

The Rubik's Cube is displayed above the wheel and will twist into a new pattern with every spin. You'll land a symbol that corresponds to the

current cube pattern. If such symbols land they become Wilde who can step in for the Fun88 Regalar If Rubik show the same color as the

symbol relating to a wild multiplier up to 7x on reels 3 medium. Your circle will run a round when you place a Rubik's Cube on reels 1 and 5 in

the same spin. There are up to 6 spin modes that you can unlock here and come with different volatility numbers and multiplier wilds. Here's

an overview of how youlike works.

White – Gives you 10 spins with a 2x multiplier wild.

Yellow – Gives you 8 spins with a 3x multiplier.

Orange – Gets you 6 times with a 4x wild multiplier.

Green – Gives you 5 spins with a 5x multiplier wild.
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Blue – Gives you 3 spins with a 6x multiplier.

Red – Provides with a 7x multiplier.

play details

The famous and incredible probability cube is an integral part of the gameplay. The side represents the game's high paying symbols, which

can be rotated as a wild symbol at random on any spin youlike. This is the main feature. But not only because it can increase the player's odds

of winning bigger results. Quite interesting rubik There is no standard wild symbol. You won't nd it on the paytable, so the only way to get a

wildcard is when any roulette colored tile becomes random. What makes it different from others is that these symbols can be transformed

into fun88 symbols.It can be wilded so that multiple wildcards may appear on the reels from the same spin at multiple times. Part of the

paytable are scatter symbols that can trigger items. For that variance, Playtech created a non-static model. Variability of moderate to high

appears to be scope for the game and we said, because free spins youlike make fun88 players have the option to select a mode, which will

affect the level of volatility for RTP is at 96.10%. casually youlike

Bonus Features

fun88 Playtech puts a special focus on solving puzzles. With the 2 youlike feature, linking the same symbols appearing above will get you a

wild. If you get 1 full color on it, you will get a wild multiplier up to 7x in the free spins you choose. From the 6 free spins modes, which come

with sticky wild multipliers, the Look Above feature ips over every basic spin. The symbol position on the middle 3 corresponds to that.

Match the colors in the same place as the Rubik's to turn it into a wild color. This is called the Rubik's Cube Roulette feature.

Free game features

The symbol with the word above is Scatter. When the scatter appears on 1 and 5 at the same time you will trigger the feature, when entering

it will be able to unlock up to 6 modes. You will see a selection screen where you select your mode. Each mode is awarded a different number

of spins and a wild multiplier.During this feature, if any of the 3 middle of the 3 drop mode's color symbols match, it becomes a locked sticky

multiplier wild. In position for the duration of the remaining rotations in each mode, colored symbols that do not match the selected mode

will be removed. If you select fun88 Red Spins mode , the blue, green, orange, yellow or white symbols will not appear.

RTP details and bet limits

Cube slots come with 5 reels, 3 rows and 25 xed paylines. You will need 3, 4 or 5 match symbols in any number of paylines starting from reel

1 for you to win, you can play from 10p to £500 per spin, with Turbo mode available for Faster Spin has a simple autoplay function where you

can choose between 10 to 100 auto. There is also an option to play until you smartly trigger the medium to high variance feature. Cube RTP is

96.1%. youlike which is average With more wins in the Max Win feature is your total bet per spin. (with 7x wide multiplier)

Rubik's cube dispenser

The game comes with a standard payout structure that is not overly pro table. But it's not horribly low. All payouts are awarded by betting

coins multiplied by symbol value and divided by 10. All six faces can pay between 3x and 15x. Your payline bets for three kings, between 5x to

32x for four types, and between 30x and 130x for symbols. ve matches The low paying symbol category consists of high cards that are

between nine and ace. They can pay anywhere from 1x to 15x, even with low payouts for these symbols. But wilds and multiplier wilds can

turn these into decent payouts. We all have cubes at some point in our lives. Although this is an unlikely option for a branded roulette.Rather,

it connects to the much-loved puzzle element and adds multipliers and spins to the mix. Simple design with only 2 bonuses, but free spins are

the key to big wins. Choose redspin mode which may give you 2 spins fun88But the 7x wild multiplier can lead to a win of 2,275 x bet on each

spin. The only downside I would say is that you have to run the feature multiple times to access all modes overall, it's a simple online that will

appeal to multiplayer. It's fast and has good winning potential from both properties if you want a name or brand you're familiar with with

plenty of brands to choose from. This is one that can be generated more than the payouts of the base payouts because with the help of

random wilds players can get vastly better odds. More than one forest can be created from a single spin. Free spins are another category

where players can multiply wilds. But the more interesting detail in playing is the bonus mode selection. It's a trade-off between a smaller

spin and a large opposite or mid-gold multiplier. One way to nd out is to discover fun88 games.
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